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Most scientists can name an example
of an important discovery that had little
initial impact on contemporary re-
search. Mendel’s work is the classic ex-

ample. 1 But even more interesting ex-
amples abound. For example, Karl Jan-
sky discovered in 1933 that some of the
radio static interfering with Bell Tele-

phone’s transatlantic circuits came from
the Milky Way.z This discovery was ig-
nored by Bell and the scientific com-
munity because they believed that the
galaxy was too weak a radio source to
detects However, an amateur astrono-
mer, Grote Reber, published the first
“radio maps” of the skies in the early
1940s.4 When World War II ended, a

new scientific field—radio astrono-
my—was born, more than ten years
after Jansky made his discovery.

Apart from the fact that many scien-

tists believe that their work is slow in be-
ing recognized by their peers, there
seems to be some real basis for believing
that delayed recognition or “premature
discovery” is inevitable—especially in
recent decades. There is a widespread

belief that the information explosion, by

clogging information channels or by
sheer over[oad, prevents important
ideas from penetrating the wall of estab-

lished thinking or wisdom.
I’ve wondered about this problem for

a long time. I’ve often thought we could
identify some of these ignored ideas

through citation analysis. While most
highly-cited paperx are recognized quite

early, there are a small number of “slow
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starters. ” Why is it that these “prema-
ture” papers achieve recognition so
many years after publication? Why do
they go unnoticed for so long? Or did
they? Certainly Gre.gor Mendel’s work
did not go unnoticed, but its signifi-

cance was not appreciated for over 30
years.

I hope that citation analysis may draw
attention to papers that were suddenly
discovered or even “rediscovered” after
several years of dormancy. This would
be more systematic than simply asking
everyone to cite interesting examples.
By computer monitoring of citation pat-
terns we can detect abrupt increases in

citation.

By identifying enough of those in-
stances, historians and sociologists of
science may better understand the pro-
cess of scientific innovation. For exam-

ple, is it a problem of the Zeitgeist or is
it simply that some scientists or inven-
tors don’t persevere in the “promotion”
of their ideas? Hans Selye is a prime ex-
ample. He made every possible effort to
republish his ideas on stresss wherever

an opportunity arose. How often does
“rediscovery” simply mean that the au-
thor in question used the power of oral
and written persuasion to convince
enough people to try the ideas?

Derek Price, historian of science,
Yale University, points out that an
author’s communication skills have a
powerful effect on the recognition of

one’s papers. “Many scientists happen

to be poor communicators, perhaps in
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their writing style or their expository
style in mathematics. Or they have poor
skill in writing in the right way for the
right joumal.”b Price suggests his paper
on cumulative advantage distribution is
suffering delayed recognition because it
involves a heavy mathematical discus-
sion. Clarity in writing is obviously im-
portant in communicating scientific
ideas.s

Papers that initially are unappreciat-
ed but later go on to be recognized as
significant are referred to as premature
discoveries 10 or resisted discoveries. 11
Sociologist Stephen Cole, State Univer-
sity of New York at Stony Brook, sug-
gests the more general term delayed

recognition. 12 Resistance and prema-
turity are considered to be special sub-
sets of the general phenomenon of de-
layed recognition. Whatever the term
used to describe delayed recognition,
the result is the same—significant dis-
coveries are unused or unappreciated
until they are “rediscovered” years
later. In some instances this process
may be gradual and in others it is sud-
den. Finding enough examples on which
to draw some conclusions is not easy.

The phenomenon of delayed recogni-
tion has been investigated by several
researchers.%lz Cole suggests two basic
reasons for delayed recognition. Iz One
reason is that the paper reports findings
that don’t agree with current, accepted
theory. Another possible reason is relat-
ed to the author’s position in the hier-
archy of science. The paper may initial-
ly be ignored because its author is a
young researcher working in a relatively
lesser-known institution.

Cole investigated the sources of de-
layed recognition to determine whether
a paper’s content or the author’s visibilk
ty contributed more to the delay. 12 Us-

ing the Science Citation Indexm (SCP),

he analyzed 74 papers published in alf
fields of science before 1961 which re-
ceived three or fewer citations in 1961

and ten or more cltatlons m 1Ybb. ‘1’hese

papers, considered as examples of de-
layed recognition, were compared with
513 papers published before 1961 which
received more than three citations in
1961 and at least ten citations in 1966.

Cole found that so-called “social stratifi-
cation” indicators like age, institutional
affiliation, and number of honorific
awards “faif to distinguish the authors of
delayed recognition papers from those
not experiencing delayed recogni-
tion. “~z He concluded that delayed
recognition was primarily the result of

content rather than the author’s
prestige.

Gunther Stent, professor of molecu-
lar b]ology, University of California,
Berkeley, suggests that a paper wilf not
be recognized immediately if its content
cannot conceptually “be connected by a
series of simple logical steps to canoni-

cal, or generally accepted, knowl-
edge.”9 For example, Hannes Alfven
proposed in 1937 that there was a galac-

tic magnetic field created by electrical
currents traveliig through a small
amount of ionized gas in space.
However, this proposition could not

conceptually be connected with the
“well known fact” that space was a
vacuum incapable of supporting electri-

cal currents. 13
In 1975, H.V. Wyatt, professor of

biology, University of Bradford, UK,
suggested that a paper will initially be

ignored if its content cannot be extend-
ed expen”mentally to prevailing knowl-
edge for tectilcal reasons. 10 For exam-
ple, in 1909 Simon Flexner identified
poliovirus after injecting cerebrospinal
fluid from patients into the spinaf canal
of monkeys. Flexner insisted that polio-
virus could be cultivated only in nerve
tissue of monkeys. This limited the
number of scientists who could afford to
work in polio research. However, in
1949 it became technically feasible to

grow poliovirus in non-neural tissue of
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different animals. An orally adminis-
tered vaccination against poliovirus was
developed soon thereafter. 14

Mendel’s work on plant hybridiza-
tion, which I’ve discussed before, 1 is a
good example of how conceptual con-
tent and experimental method cause de-
layed recognition.p On the basis of his
crossbreeding experiments with peas,
Mendel discovered in 1866 the principle
of segregation of hereditary units.
However, Mendel’s principle couldn’t
conceptually be connected with the pre-
vailing scientific opinion that hereditary

units were blended together when the
blood of the parents intermingled in the
offspring. 15

Also, Mendel derived the principle of
segregation from a statistical interpreta-

tion of his crossbreeding experiment
results. Few of Mendel’s contemporar-
ies believed mathematics had any legiti-
mate application to biological science.
Thus, Mendel’s results couldn’t experi-
mentally be confirmed and extended to
other species of plants and animals
because statistical methodology was not
accepted in biological research.9

Mendel’s 1866 paper remained unap-

preciated for 34 years until it was
“rediscovered in 1900. During that
time, a number of advances provided
the missing logical steps that finalfy con-
nected Mendef’s paper with canonical
scientific knowledge. For example,
staining techniques showed that chro-
mosomes are a regular feature of the
nucleus, which gave Mendel’s abstract
units a physical reality. 1b Also, it was

observed under the microscope that
chromosomes undergo segregation du r-
ing the processes of mitosis and
meiosis. [b Lastly, biologists slowly ac-

cepted statistical methodology, and a
journal devoted to mathematical biolo-
gy, Biometnka, began publication in
1901.11

Sociologist Augustine Brannigan,

University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada,

argues that Mendel’s work was rediscov-
ered in 1900 mainly as the result of a
priority dispute between Carl Correns,
Hugo DeVries, and Erich Tschermak. 17
These researchers independently dupli-
cated Menders segregation results, and
DeVnes was first to publish “his” laws.
Correns quickly named the discovery
Mendel’s Law to both neutralize his loss
of priority and undermine DeVries’
claim to the discovery. Price suggests
that delayed recognition discoveries are
actually a special case of multiple
discovery, in which one of the members
is much earlier in time than another.b
The priority dispute arising from muki-
ple discovery can be settled when much
older research is resurrected. Psycholo-
gist Dean Simonton, University of

California, Davis, studied the statistical
probability of multiple discoveries. la

There is a prevalent myth that a 1944
paper by Oswald Avery and col-
leagueslg is a case of prematurity. Avery
reported the results of studtes that indi-
cated DNA was basically the genetic
material. Wyatt asserts that Avery’s
paper “was known as an isolated and in-

teresting piece of information which

could not immediately be assimilated as
knowledge.”1~ Stent agrees that “geneti-
cists did not seem able to do much with
[Avery’s work] or build on it. ”9 Rollin
Hotchkiss, Rockefeller University, has
recently published a detailed rebuttal of
thk View.zt) Joshua Lederberg, now
president of Rockefeller University,

says the significance of Avery’s “for-

midable precedent” was recognized
almost immediately, and some of the
“most influential geneticists” of the time
accepted the identification of ‘“gene”
with DNA fragment.’2l

Harriet Zuckerman, professor of so-
ciology, Columbia University, points
out that delayed recognition occurs in
many different fields, and even involves
work that would later win the Nobel

pnze.zz For example, Herrnann Stau-
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clinger won the Nobel prize in chemistry
in 1953 for his work on high molecular
weight polymers, like rubber, starch,
and cellulose. When he first suggested
in 1922 that these polymers consisted of
long chains, his colleagues preferred to
continue believing that they were ac-

tually aggregates of small molecules. In
fact, “his colleagues ribbed him about
it, asking him to show them how long
his macromolecules were, as one would
a fish that got away. ”zs

Peyton Rous was awarded the 1966
Nobel prize in medicine for his work on

the cancer virus that bears hk
name—Rous sarcoma. But Rous dis-
covered the virus in 1910! Only after a
leukemia virus was isolated in 1951
could Rous’ discovery be appreciated.
The rediscovery of Rous sarcoma virus

started the virus-theory trend in cancer
research, and the Nobel committee
noted that Rous’ discovery increased in
significance every year since 1951.24

Julius Comroe, Cardiovascular Re-
search Institute, University of Califor-
nia, San Francisco, lists 132 discoveries
in clinical medicine that were effectively

applied after delays ranging from one
month to more than 350 years.zs His
report is a valuable source for re-

searchers interested in examining
specific instances of delayed recogni-
tion of scientific dkcovery in medicine.

All the examples of delayed recogni-
tion I detailed-Mendel, Jansky, Stau-
dinger, and Rous—involve discoveries
made between 25 and 100 years ago.
Since then, scientific institutions have
become more established, more promi-

nent, and more public. The checks and
balances that are now buift into science
presumably make it unlikely that a

signflcant breakthrough will go un-
noticed for very long. Cole points out
that it “would be unlikely to find a con-
temporary ‘Mendel’ workkg in an ob-
scure monastery; modern day ‘Mendels’
would be in a university science depart-

ment, or a government or industrial
laboratory. Also we know... that the
evaluation system of science operates so
efficiently that most ‘Mendels’ would be
in the top university departments. ”12

On the other hand, science literature
has grown exponentially since the late
1950s. The volume of research generat-
ed in today’s university, government,
and industry laboratories is enormous.
Does this increase the probabtlty that
.rome important work, even by well-
established investigators, may go un-
noticed? Whiie researchers tend to cite
more papers now than they did before,
e.g., in biochemistry,2G does the sheer
bulk of literature increase uncitedness?
Or is it aU because there is so much
trivia published that is not worth citing?

Stent cites a more recent example of

research that cannot immediately be
connected with today’s scientific knowl-
edge. He suggests that the macromolec-
ular theory of memoryz7 is a case of pre-
maturity. This theory proposes that
memories are stored in the brain in the
form of protein or nucleic acid
molecules, called “engrams. ” When
memories are recalled, the engrams are
somehow retrieved and the information

encoded in them is “read” by the brain.
Stent points out, “There is no chain of

reasonable inferences by which our

present, albeit highly imperfect, view of
the functional organization of the brain
can be reconciled with the possibility of
its acquiring, storing, and retrieving

nervous information by encoding such
information in molecules of nucleic acid
or protein. ”9

Stent notes that the macromolecular
theory of memory still cannot be con-
nected with current scientific knowl-

edge,~ 15 years after it was proposed by
Babich and colleagues.z7 As a conse-
quence, Stent observes, the theory is
mentioned much less frequently today,
if it is mentioned at all. His subjective

impression is confiied by citation data
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taken from the SC1: Babich’s paper was
cited 70 times from 1965-71, but it
received only 11 citations from 1972-79.
I’ve discussed Babich’s paper in a recent

essay on memory techniques .29

Is there any way to predict which
papers will prove to be premature? Cole
believes there is no way to tell in ad-
vance whether a paper will prove to be
premature.~ However, it is possible to
identify delayed recognition papers
from their citation histories. A number
of basic problems must be solved before
such a retrospective method can be de-

vised. First, we would have to define
typical citation patterns for the average
research article. Each field will have its
own characteristic citation pattern-ci-
tation patterns for biochemistry would
not be the same for high energy physics
or mathematics.

Second, we would have to decide
what is a genuine “deviation” from the

typical citation pattern. If we know
when a typical paper is expected to at-

tain a peak citation rate, we can isolate
those papers that peaked many years
before or after that point. These deviant
papers may peak sooner or later than
expected for a number of reasons, and
not all deviant papers will be examples
of delayed recognition. For example, a
paper describing a method might have a
different citation pattern from a theo-

retical paper. Or a paper published in a

new sumpeclalty might have a dtiterent
pattern from the field as a whole.

Lastly, we would have to set parame-
ters for what truly qualifies as prematu-

rity. How abrupt must a change in cita-

tion rate be in order to suggest delayed
recognition? If a paper is uncited for ten
years after its publication and then is
cited ten times in one year—is that
delayed recognition? If a paper is cited
20 times per year and then in one year
increases to 50, does that signify some
form of delayed recognition?

lS1s”s data base is a unique historical
resource. We can use it to design a

method for identifying premature re-
search. Once we establish the specifica-
tions, we can call attention to those
papers for which the citation patterns
are typical of delayed recognition pa-
pers. Cole thinks delayed recognition is
due to an inherent conservatism in
science. He says scientists tend to stick
with their existing paradigms and resist

new ideas that don’t fit the model. uj
Historians and sociologists can study
scientific resistance by looking at
delayed recognition papers identified
through citation analysis. Whether this
can contribute to more rapid advances

in science remains to be seen.
*****

My thanks 10 Alfred Welljams-Dorof
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